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Accurately predicting the distribution of emerging invasive species is crucial for early
detection and eradication. While ecological niche models are often used to forecast
invasions, such models are limited when invasive populations of a species have realized niches that differ from native populations, or when invasive populations are not
at equilibrium. One technique to potentially overcome these challenges is to incorporate physiological responses of invaders to abiotic factors into ecological niche
models, although few studies have assessed whether such approaches are effective. We
addressed this by determining whether incorporating physiological data from life table
analyses of an invasive insect, Drosophila suzukii, improved predictions of ecological
niche models. Specifically, we tested whether models incorporating development time
and survival rate from insect life tables improved predictions compared to a classical
model without physiological data. We show that incorporating physiological responses
of D. suzukii to temperature into our ecological niche models increased transferability
of predictions from the native to the invasive range, while also reducing uncertainty
of predictions. Moreover, physiological combined models performed best when equilibrium assumptions were violated. Our study suggests ecological niche models that
incorporate data on physiological responses of invaders to abiotic factors provides a
means to develop more effective and timely invasive pest distributional models.
Keywords: biological invasions, ecological niche model, physiological response,
potential distribution, risk analysis, species distribution model

Introduction
Invasive species threaten biodiversity and ecosystem functioning worldwide
(Hautier et al. 2015, Beaury et al. 2020, Lehman et al. 2020). A common approach to
assess the spread of invaders, which is key for early detection and eradication, is to apply
ecological niche models (Westbrooks 2004). Such models are built by assessing the
niche of a species in its native range, and then predicting where suitable habitats in the
invasive range occur (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000, Peterson et al. 2011, Zhu et al.
2020). However, such models are of limited effectiveness when occurrence records of
an invasive species are rare, such that the niche cannot be determined (Jiménez et al.
2019). Ecological niche models also fail to capture dynamics of invasions when invasive
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populations of a species have realized niches that differ from
native populations, or when biotic interactions between
the invader and competitors and predators differ in native
and invasive ranges, which limits transferability of models
(Tingley et al. 2014, Yates et al. 2018, Liu et al. 2020).
One approach to overcome limitations of ecological niche
models is to incorporate data on physiological tolerance of
invaders in models using eco-physiological bioclimatic modeling (Kitricos and Leriche 2010), or by directly incorporating
species-specific physiological trait data (Buckley et al. 2011,
Ceia-Hasse et al. 2014, Grünig et al. 2020). For example,
invasive insects often have physiological traits that are strongly
dependent on temperature, such as development time or rate
of survival (Chi 1988, Win et al. 2011, Wiman et al. 2014).
Incorporating such data into ecological niche models may
refine predictions of the spread of invasive species by allowing
researchers to better assess how invaders respond to environmental variation in the native and invasive ranges.
Bayesian approaches are a promising way to incorporate
physiological data into ecological niche models (Talluto et al.
2016). In a hierarchical Bayesian framework, a meta-model
is built with sub-models, reflecting physiological factors; the
distribution of a species is then predicted based on probabilistic estimates of species occurrence across sub-models
(Talluto et al. 2016). Such approaches may be most effective
for predicting the range of invasive insects or plants that have
physiological responses that are dependent on temperature or
other abiotic factors (Win et al. 2011, Talluto et al. 2016).
For example, life tables capture effects of temperature on
development or survival (Deevey 1947, Chi 1988, Win et al.
2011, Wiman et al. 2014). Incorporating such data into
ecological niche models may improve the transferability of
models from native to invasive regions by improving niche
estimation (Kitricos and Leriche 2010, Talluto et al. 2016).
Here, we assessed whether incorporating physiological
response data from life tables for a widely distributed invasive insect, Drosophila suzukii, improved transferability of
ecological niche models from the native to invasive range.
We assessed whether incorporating physiological data could
overcome issues associated with a lack of equilibrium in invasion dynamics, where populations spread at unequal rates
across different ranges. We hypothesized that incorporating
physiological data would improve the transferability of our
models while reducing uncertainty associated with predictions (Gamliel et al. 2020). Broadly, our study shows that
incorporating physiological data into ecological niche models using Bayesian techniques may increase our ability to
predict invasion processes, promoting early detection and
mitigation efforts.

Material and methods
Study system

Spotted wing drosophila Drosophila suzukii is an insect pest
of fruit crops that is native to southeast Asia. Individuals of
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this species were first recorded outside the native range in
Hawaii in 1980 (Little et al. 2020), although more widespread detections throughout North America and Europe
were not observed until 2008 (Winkler et al. 2020). For the
past decade, D. suzukii has spread rapidly throughout Europe
and North America, with populations also establishing and
spreading in South America, causing major economic damage throughout this range (Winkler et al. 2020).
The rapid invasive spread of D. suzukii may be due, at
least in part, to its behavioral and physiological plasticity
(Little et al. 2020). For example, D. suzukii can oviposit and
develop on mushrooms and manure when suitable fruit is
not available (Stockton et al. 2019). Moreover, there is considerable variability when comparing the realized niche of
populations of D. suzukii in the native and invasive ranges,
suggesting invasive populations thrive in conditions different from native populations (Fraimout and Monnet 2018,
Ørsted and Ørsted 2019). For example, the optimum temperature for D. suzukii oviposition has been estimated to
differ by up to six degrees (22–28°C) across different populations (Winkler et al. 2020). Moreover, the lower threshold
for oviposition varies from 5 to 10°C across populations, and
the upper threshold from 30 to 35°C (Winkler et al. 2020).
These realized niche shifts make it difficult to use classical
ecological niche models to forecast the future distributions of
D. suzukii (Maino et al. 2021).
Occurrence records and climate variables

To build ecological niche models for D. suzukii, we first
obtained distributional records from prior studies (Ørsted
and Ørsted 2019, Reyes and Lira-Noriega 2020). These
records represent recent data on the distribution of D. suzukii
in native and invasive ranges, and included 93 observations
from East Asia (native range) as well as 250 from Europe,
105 from North America and 34 from South America (invasive ranges). Next, we employed the three-step method to
select pseudo-absence data, which can strongly affect model
performance (Barbet-Massin et al. 2012, Senay et al. 2013,
Iturbide et al. 2015). Briefly, this method selects pseudoabsence sites that are outside the realized niche but located in
accessible regions areas that potentially could be visited by D.
suzukii. The first step establishes a geographical extent around
locations where the species is present from which pseudoabsence points are selected (Barve et al. 2011). The second
step then determines locations that are environmentally dissimilar to presence points within the distance specified in step
one using a presence-only support vector machine algorithm.
The third step performs K-means clustering to reduce the
number of potential pseudo-absences by taking the centroids
of clusters in the most environmentally dissimilar class identified in step two. These three-step methods effectively identify
appropriate pseudo-absence points and generally outperform
other methods for correlative niche models (Senay et al.
2013, Iturbide et al. 2015).
After gathering presence and pseudo-absence data for D.
suzukii, we also collected data on three temperature variables

known to affect this invader: 1) annual mean temperature
(BIO1); 2) maximum temperature of hottest month (BIO5);
and 3) minimum temperature of lowest month (BIO6) (Fick
and Hijmans 2017). These data were collected from worldclim.org and used to fit our ecological niche models. We
focused on variables associated with temperature because
temperature is the primary driver of physiological processes
in D. suzukii (Wiman et al. 2014, Winkler et al. 2021).
However, we also collected data on annual precipitation
(BIO12), which affects D. suzukii distribution (Winkler et al.
2020). These variables had a Pearson correlation of < 0.8 and
were used at a spatial resolution of 5 arc-min. Climate niche
spaces occupied by native (East Asia) and introduced populations (Europe, North America and South America) were
compared in reduced dimensions which were represented as
minimum ellipsoid volumes that were calculated in NicheA
3.0 (Qiao et al. 2015).
Climate variables for forecasts (i.e. 2061–2080, 2080s
hereafter) were averaged from nine general circulation models (BCC-CSM2-MR, CNRM-CM6-1, CNRM-ESM2-1,
CanESM5, GFDL-ESM4, IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROCES2L, MIROC6 and MRI-ESM2-0), based on shared socioeconomic pathways of 370, which is a moderate greenhouse
gases emissions scenario.
Physiological response data

Insects begin development when temperatures exceed a specific threshold, and development time (time from egg to
adult) decreases as temperature increases. We attained the
developmental times required by each life stage, as well as survival rates, across temperature gradients from D. suzukii life

tables. We gathered data from multiple sources (Zhu 2021)
to overcome any limitations associated with a particular
study, while allowing us to examine D. suzukii fitness across
temperature ranges (Neven 2000, González-Tokman et al.
2020). The mean and variability of D. suzuki fitness metrics
(development and survival rates) at multiple temperatures
were reserved for fitting physiological sub models: the survival rate was calculated as proportion of individuals survive
at a particular temperature, while the developmental rate was
calculated as the inverse of days needed for full development.
Incorporating life table data

We incorporated physiological data from life tables into ecological niche models with established Bayesian frameworks
(Talluto et al. 2016, Gamliel et al. 2020) (Fig. 1). In our models, presence and absence records in relation to climate were
calibrated using Bayesian generalized linear models (GLMs).
In these models, the posterior probability of an event (posterior distribution) is based on prior knowledge of conditions
that affect the event (prior distribution) (Bolstad 2007).
Our model posterior distribution was based on the probability of presence of D. suzukii in its native or invasive range,
with the prior distribution based on expected development
time or survival rate across temperatures (Fig. 1). We first
fit a physiological sub-model; their posterior distributions
were used as a prior for coefficients of physiology-combined
models (Fig. 1). For physiological sub-models, Bayesian beta
regression was used with temperature as a predictor and survival or developmental rate (mean and variance) as responses
(Fig. 1; Talluto et al. 2016). The physiological sub-model
coefficients were given Gaussian priors, with a mean from

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of incorporation insect life table data into regular ecological niche models (regular-ENM, top right).
Developmental and survival rates (bottom left) derived from insect life table (top left) served as a prior for Bayesian GLM (bottom right).
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maximum likelihood estimations to improve convergence,
and a vague prior for the variance (set at 1000).
We then fit physiology-combined models using Bayesian
GLMs with species occurrences treated as Bernoulli trials.
Here the posterior distribution of the coefficients relating
survival or development rate to temperature, retrieved from
the physiological sub-model, were used as informative priors
(Fig. 1). We used 4000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
samples as a burn in, and estimated the posterior distribution
using 4000 additional samples. Here the physiological data
was given equal weight as the occurrence data in physiologycombined model (Bayesian GLM model R scrip at <https://
osf.io/79jdk>).
Model protocol and evaluation

We calibrated native models in East Asia, and introduced
models in Europe, North America and South America (Fig. 2);
models were then transferred onto alternative continents
and evaluated with spatially-independent points. We also
spatially-segmented native occurrence points in three equal
sections of latitude and longitude (Fig. 2). Native models
were calibrated using these sub native points and transferred
onto other continents for evaluation; the same approach was
used for introduced models calibrated on Europe and North
America. We did not segment records from South America
due to limited records (Fig. 2). In total, 7 native models and
15 introduced models were calibrated, transferred and evaluated with spatially independent points in other continents.
We assessed model training accuracy using a 70/30 split strategy, where 70% of input occurrences were used for model
training and 30% for model evaluation.
We first calculated the true skill statistic (TSS), sensitivity and specificity at model thresholds of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5

and 0.75, covering low and high thresholds. We then calculated area under the receiver operating characteristics curve
(AUC). TSS and AUC were used as metrics to evaluate
overall model discriminatory ability, where sensitivity and
specificity were used to test the capability of niche models
in predicting presence and absence distributions, respectively. We ran paired t-tests to compare model performance
between regular and physiology-combined models. T-tests
were performed on native and introduced models, respectively: the former was to validate whether the incorporation
of physiological response data improved native niche model
transferability, where the later additionally tested whether
physiology-combined models were more effective than regular models when equilibrium assumptions were violated in
introduced models.
Using models, we examined the global potential distribution of D. suzukii at present and under future 2080s climate
scenarios. Pooled native and introduced points were used to
fit global regular models. We compared regular and physiology-combined niche models by calculating distributional
changes between present and future predictions using the
fuzzySim package (Barbosa 2015). The global forecasts were
evaluated by overlaying the regular and physiology-combined
models using bivariate mapping approaches to show their
match and mismatch.

Results
Coefficient and response curve

We compared the posterior distribution of coefficients generated by the regular and physiology-combined niche models
(Fig. 3). While posterior distributions were similar between

Figure 2. Model calibration and evaluation protocols for D. suzukii. Native models were calibrated in East Asia, whereas introduced models
were calibrated in Europe, North America and South America, these models were transferred onto other continents and evaluated with
spatial independent points. Dash lines denote the spatial segment of East Asian points, and introduced points in Europe, North America
and South America. Points in these continents were equally divided into three sections across latitude or longitude, niche models were
additionally calibrated on each section and transferred and evaluated in the other continents. Bottom left panel shows minimum ellipsoid
volumes of climate niche spaces occupied by East Asian, European, North American and South American populations, ellipsoid volume
color of which corresponded to their map distributional records.
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Figure 3. Posterior distributions of regular (regular-ENM) and physiology-combined niche models that incorporated developmental (physical-ENMd) or survival rate (physical-ENMs). The posterior distributions of coefficients correspond to linear and quadratic effects of annual
mean temperature (BIO1), maximum temperature of hottest month (BIO5) and minimum temperature of coldest month (BIO6) on relative suitability.

regular and physiology-combined niche models in East Asia
and Europe, in models of North and South America the
coefficient estimates were noticeably different (Fig. 3). The
uncertainty associated with the coefficients that estimated
from physiology-combined models were lower than that
from regular niche models (Fig. 3). The response curve of
Drosophila suzukii to bioclimatic variables generated by regular niche models also showed more variation than by physiology-combined niche models (Supporting information). The
response curves based on physiological datasets showed similar patterns, but they nonetheless differed from regular niche
models (Supporting information).
Transferability of native and introduced ecological
niche models

The minimum ellipsoid volume of native East Asian populations of D. suzukii was larger than comparable European,
North American and South American volumes (Fig. 2). The
small climate niche space of introduced populations relative to that of native population (Fig. 2) suggests that there

are suitable climate niches that have not yet been invaded
in introduced areas, but which might be available to D.
suzukii in the future. While climate niche spaces occupied
by native East Asia populations of D. suzukii, and introduced
populations in Europe, North America and South America,
overlapped broadly, there were differences among populations. There climate space overlap and discrepancy could
have substantial effect on regular niche model predictions, as
niche transferability declines as a response to climate novelty
(Fitzpatrick et al. 2018).
Native models that were calibrated using physiologycombined models had improved performance compared to
regular niche models in predicting introduced distributions.
The mean values of discrimination metrics (AUC and TSS)
of the seven native models that were calibrated using physiology-combined models were larger than the regular niche
models (Table 1). Figure 4 shows an example of native models calibrated using the central part of sub East Asian points,
where the regular niche model failed to capture introductions
in Europe and North America and overpredicted the South
America distribution, whereas physiology-combined models
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5.93*
4.70*
4.70*
4.50*
3.91*
6.19*
5.63*
4.56*
4.44*
5.36*
0.71 (0.03)
0.28 (0.27)
0.26 (0.32)
0.23 (0.42)
0.18 (0.64)
0.61 (0.10)
0.09 (1.12)
0.10 (1.17)
0.11 (1.18)
0.09 (1.31)
1.22
0.56
0.80
1.34
1.09
1.50
0.39
0.84
0.81
1.37
* Indicate significantly different at p < 0.001.

0.71 (0.09)
0.07 (1.25)
0.13 (0.53)
0.25 (0.39)
0.16 (0.96)
0.65 (0.10)
0.18 (0.71)
0.17 (0.73)
0.16 (0.79)
0.13 (1.43)
AUC
TSS_0.1
TSS_0.25
TSS_0.5
TSS_0.75

0.71 (0.10)
0.10 (0.42)
0.16 (0.30)
0.26 (0.45)
0.19 (0.80)

Physical-ENMs
Physical-ENMd

0.70 (0.03)
0.25 (0.32)
0.25 (0.24)
0.23 (0.42)
0.19 (0.72)

ts
(df = 14)
td
(df = 14)
Physical-ENMs
Physical-ENMd
Regular-ENM

Transferability of introduced models

ts
(df = 7)
Regular-ENM

The effectiveness of ecological niche models to assess distributions of invasive species has been controversial due to limitations related to spatial transferability (Liu et al. 2020), as
two key assumptions are often violated (Gallien et al. 2012).
Ecological niche models assume a species’ ecological niche is
conserved across space and time (Peterson et al. 2011), and
that the target species is distributed in all habitats that are
suitable (Guisan and Thuiller 2005). The former issue hinders
the ability to use native ecological niche models to predict
invasive ranges in introduced areas because niche shifts occur,

Metrics

Discussion

td
(df = 7)

Global predictions of D. suzukii from regular and physiology-combined niche models overlapped broadly, but there
were small differences between the two approaches (e.g. in
central Asia and northeastern Europe, Fig. 6). Distributional
changes between present and future predictions also varied
between models (Fig. 6). The present distribution identified
by physiology-combined models included East Asia, southern
and eastern Australia, Europe, central Africa, New Zealand
and most areas of North America and South America. Future
forecasts show that these potential distributions will expand
in the Northern Hemisphere by 2080s, including connecting
presently disjoint distributions in North America, and northern expansion in Europe (Fig. 6). However, the range in the
Southern Hemisphere would decrease by 2080s, including
the loss of currently suitable areas in South America and the
contraction of suitable area in central Africa (Fig. 6). High
uncertainty of global predictions of regular and physiologycombined models were mainly distributed in low latitude
areas, including northern South America, central Africa and
southeastern Asia (Supporting information).

Transferability of native models

Global forecasts

Table 1. Transferability of regular and physiology-combined models. Native models were calibrated in East Asia, whereas introduced models were calibrated in Europe, North
America and South America, they were transferred and evaluated with spatial independent data in other continents. Colum indicate mean performance values of regular model,
and physiology-combined model that incorporated developmental (physical-ENMd) or survival rate (physical-ENMs), and comparisons of whether physiology-combined models
outperformed regular models (t statics). Values in parentheses indicate coefficient variation (CV); td indicates paired t-test between physical-ENMd and regular-ENM, and ts between
physical-ENMs and regular-ENM; TSS were provided for multiple thresholds (0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75). * with bold indicate significantly different at p < 0.001.

succeeded in capturing introduced points across each of these
three continents (Fig. 4).
Introduced models incorporating physiological response
data also outperformed the regular niche model in predicting independent spatial distributions. The mean discrimination metrics of 15 introduced models that were calibrated
using physiology-combined models were significantly larger
than that in regular niche models (Table 1). Figure 5 shows
an example of an introduced model that was calibrated in
South America, where the regular niche model captured spatial independent points but overpredicted D. suzukii distributions in East Asia, Europe and North America, whereas
the physiology-combined models captured the distribution
effectively in each continent (Fig. 5).
Our sensitivity and specificity metrics validated model
presence and absence predictions (Supporting information).
The physiology-combined niche models showed good performance in model training accuracy (Supporting information),
implying that greater model transferability did not reduce
model training accuracy (Heikkinen et al. 2012).

Figure 4. Example of native models that calibrated on East Asia and transferred onto introduced areas using regular (regular-ENM) and
physiology-combined niche models that incorporated developmental (physical-ENMd) or survival rate (physical-ENMs). Notice native
niche model here were calibrated using the central subset points (i.e. white points between dash lines) in East Asia, and evaluated with
introduced records in Europe, North America and South America (transparent points).

Figure 5. Example of introduced model predictions. Niche models were calibrated on South America and transferred onto other continents
using regular (regular-ENM) and physiology-combined niche models that incorporated developmental (physical-ENMd) or survival rate
(physical-ENMs). White dots denote points used to fit niche model; transparent dots denote testing points.
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Figure 6. Global prediction comparisons between regular and physiology-combined models. Present and future D. suzukii potential distributions were predicted using regular (regular-ENM) and physiology-combined models that incorporated developmental (physiologicalENMd) or survival rate (physiological-ENMs). Increasing intensities of red in mapps represent increasing suitability values predicted by
physiology-combined models, and blue represent suitability values predicted by regular models, green to yellow diagonal indicate covarying
scores between the two model predictions. Distributional changes in histogram were given for the globe, North Hemisphere and South
Hemisphere predictions. Gain and loss correspond to areas that will receive more suitable climate and loss present suitable climate in future
climate respectively, stable presence and absence refer to the unchanged present pixels of presence and absence distributions in future prediction respectively, where balance is the difference between gain and loss.

whereas a lack of equilibrium hinders the application of the
introduced model in estimating potential distribution. Here,
we demonstrated the usefulness of insect life tables in developing more effective invasive pest distribution models with
improved transferability. More broadly, models incorporating
physiological response data (i.e. physiological responses of
invaders to abiotic factors) were able to violate assumptions
of niche conservatism and population equilibrium without a
decrease in model validity.
Studies assessing invasive and native populations of
Drosophila suzukii have shown the ecological niche has shifted
during its invasion into new regions (Ørsted and Ørsted
2019). Several studies also report that D. suzukii has considerable behavioral and physiological plasticity that promotes
invasions (Little et al. 2020). However, these factors violate
assumptions of niche conservatism that underlie standard
(native) ecological niche models. In addition, as new establishment records are continuously reported (Lavagnino et al.
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2018, Ørsted and Ørsted 2019), it is extremely unlikely that
D. suzukii has occupied all suitable areas in introduced areas.
These two violations of classical niche models are likely the
norm, rather than the exception, for invaders such as D.
suzukii that are rapidly spreading, impeding the validity of
classical models (Gallien et al. 2012).
For pests such as D. suzukii that violate niche conservatism and equilibrium assumptions, studies have proposed
methods to improve native niche model transferability in
introduced areas, including reducing the dimensionality of
environmental variables (Zhu et al. 2012a), selecting more
meaningful environmental variables (Zhu et al. 2012b),
delimiting a proper geographic background (Zhu et al. 2013,
2014) or reducing model complexity (Zhu and Qiao 2016).
These methods nonetheless rely on modifications of model
protocols without incorporation of physiological responses
or the fitness of insect populations, and thus would likely
fail to capture introduced distributions if the realized niche

was shifted (Fitzpatrick et al. 2007, Medley 2010, Hill et al.
2017). The method we proposed here, however, is able to
improve model transferability even when niche conservatism is violated (Fig. 4). This approach could be particularly
useful for species that have insufficient data points to fit a
native niche model. We also found that our physiologicalcombined models were more effective at estimating the ecological requirements of D. suzukii, while overcoming the lack
of equilibrium assumptions. This was evidenced by improved
transferability in introduced ranges for the physiology-combined compared to the regular niche models (Table 1, Fig. 5).
Our results suggest that incorporating physiological data
from life tables into regular niche models allows for more for
accurate forecasting of D. suzukii invasions without decreased
training accuracy (Heikkinen et al. 2012; Supporting information). The physiological data required by Bayesian GLM
model are mean and precision (i.e. inverse of deviation) of
the fitness values of species across temperature or precipitation gradient (Talluto et al. 2016, Gamliel et al. 2020), these
data were commonly used in insect life tables (Deevey 1947,
Chi 1988). Here we employed egg-to-adult development
duration and survival rate as they determine the fitness of
insect to complete its life cycle; other stage specific fitness
or response data in life table (e.g. fecundity, egg hatchment
rate and duration, pupation rate and duration) could also be
incorporated if they mediate crucial processes involved in the
insect life cycle (Neven 2000, González-Tokman et al. 2020).
Predictions under present climate conditions suggest that
D. suzukii is likely to be present across broad swaths of East
Asia, southern and eastern Australia, Europe, central Africa,
New Zealand, North America and South America. Our
future forecast suggests climate change may favor D. suzukii
expansion in the North Hemisphere by 2080s, but may relief
its effect in the South Hemisphere (Fig. 6). Similar results
were attained using Maxent models, which predicted considerable expansion of D. suzukii in the Northern Hemisphere
by 2050 (Reyes and Lira-Noriega 2020).
Overall, our study shows that Bayesian inference provides
a novel method to incorporate insect life table data into correlative ecological niche models. This approach is promising
as it expedites regular niche models on the way of characterizing fundamental niche, making regular niche models more
transferrable. In addition, this approach has low variation and
can work for distributional models with insufficient sampling
(Fig. 4, 5). Incorporation of physiological data into ecological
niche models nonetheless still require novel framework that
can work on diverse platforms or algorithms. For example,
the Bayesian GLM protocols here work on statistical models
(i.e. GLMs), future advancement of incorporation physiology into Biomod platform or machine learning method (e.g.
Maxent) could provide more promising prospective.
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